Easy.Safe.Lifting.

A partner you can rely on - worldwide

Noblelift Europe GmbH is part of the global Noblelift Intelligent Equipment Co.,
Ltd. with over 1600 employees, who provide first-class products and service
around the world. The European competence centre based in the northern
Hamburg region helps to ensure that dealers have the perfect solutions for
their customers at all times.
Noblelift Intelligent Equipment Co., Ltd. is one of the world's leading
manufacturers in material handling equipment. Decades of experience and
consistent customer focus have made it possible to develop new solutions
continually.
Fast, Simple, Comprehensive. A single point of contact for all queries. Through
our European dealer network, our customers can obtain every product, from
hand pallet trucks to lifting tables and electric pedestrian trucks to forklift
trucks and work platforms, directly from one single source.
Our many years of experience, the expertise we have acquired and continuous
ongoing development have made us what we are today: an international
technology company that offers complete solutions for all aspects of lifting
technology.

Cost-effective Pallet Trucks and Stackers

PT E12N - PT E15N - PT E20N
The entry level for all-electric travel and lifting with the
latest lithium technology as well as the easiest battery
replacement in the market. Ready for light delivery use as
well as ideal for indoor use.

EPT 15 - ECL 10
The EPT 15 is the perfect companion for delivery
applications, tried and tested over many years with brand
components, robust chassis and on-board charger.
The ECL 10 is the entry level for full electric stacking
operations. The stacker is used for a wide range of light
duty transportation and stacking operations or just as a
universal helper for various order picking applications.

PS E12B/N- Series
Another entry level into the 1.2t sector is the new PS E12B with
maintenance free AGM-Batteries or on request the PS E12N with
Lithium-battery technology. The PS E12- series comes with a wide
mast for perfect view and a central mounted tiller. The truck can
be used as well for various applications in light transport, stacking
or as a universal machine for various order picking applications.

PS E12ND
The

cost-effective

alternative

for

“double-deck”

applications. Equipped with Lithium batteries and onboard charger, it is easy to operate the stacker. Due to
the central mounted tiller, it is easy to operate with
sideways confined pallets, for instance in lorries.

Manual hand pallet trucks
The classic means of transport par excellence from the
market leader. Various models for a wide range of
applications. Remains a “door opener” for other
products. With years of confirmed quality and the best
price/performance ratio on the market.

Manual and semielectric stackers
When a pallet only needs to be lifted occassionally, for
order picking or for marshalling tasks, manual or semielectric stackers are a cost-effective alternatives.
Available from Noblelift in various combinations and lift
heights.

Professional Electric Pallet Trucks and Stackers
PT16L/ 20L/ 25L
The robust electric pallet trucks designed for professional
transport with capacities of 1.6t-2.5t. Fitted with
components from leading brand manufacturers for
reliability and operational capability.

PT 20I/ PT 20D
The ergonomic professional helpers with initial lift
(PT 20I, lift height 800mm) or double deck (PT 20D).
Also often named as ergonomic lift versions.

PT 20N/ 25N
Designed for use over longer distances, this model series
comes with a flip-down ride-on platform as well with
traction motors that achieve travel speeds of 7.5/8.0
km/h. The brand components ensure reliability in
everyday use.

PT 25P
The more professional version with high travel
speeds of up to 12.5 km/h. Available with
foldable flip-down- platform or with fixed
standing platform.

PS 12L/ 16L/ 20L
The classic stacker with an ergonomic and safe, long tiller
is designed for a variety of stacking tasks. Standard
proportional hydraulics help with stacking and retrieval at
height. The high level of component quality also ensures
reliability and robustness in use.

PS 12N/ PS 16N
This series accelerates the transport and
stacking of palletised goods. The flip-down
platform and the protective arms give safety
and they protect the operator additionally.

PS 12DL/ PS 16DL/ PS 20ND
The additional support arm lift makes
intralogistics processes more efficient and
faster. The machines are used for loading and
unloading with double layer transport or they
help at climbing ramps. With flip-down platform
and protective arms the PS 20ND accelerates
the transport additionally.

Reach trucks, Tow Tractors, Forklift Trucks,
Order Pickers, Aerial Work Platforms
OPL 25- Horizontal order picker
The OPL 25 with fork lengths of up to 2400mm speeds up
tasks in dispatch warehouses as well as over longer
distances.

T E10/ T30 pedestrian/ rider tractors
These tractors are used where physical pushing can be
made easier by using machinery. The T E10 can be used
for example to push or pull shopping trolleys or hospital
beds.

Reach Truck RT Series
The specialist for high-bay warehouses and logistics
centres. The RT series is the right choice when it comes
to working in confined spaces and at height. With its
support arm-based and cantilevered design when the
mast is extended, the vehicle is shorter and therefore
perfectly equipped for special storage situations.

Electric Three-Wheel
Truck FE 3R/FE 3D
Series
The FE 3R (rear-wheel drive) and FE3D (dual frontwheel drive) electric forklift model series offer an
excellent price/performance ratio. Coupled with solid
and proven technology, these forklifts are your ideal
helpers for indoor and outdoor transport tasks;
especially where the turning circle comes into play.

Electric Four-Wheel
Truck FE 4D Series
With their four-wheel design, these front stackers have
a greater travel stability and a relatively higher residual
load capacity compared to the three-wheel truck.

Scissor Lifts SC Series
The Noblelift SC series scissor lifts feature high quality.
robust workmanship as well as service-friendliness and
durability. They come into use wherever vertical height
access is required for service or assembly work.

We are there for you - every time.
Quality you can build on. One of our principles is to offer our customers durable
products that meet the highest quality standards. This is one of the reasons why
Noblelift relies on a high level of vertical integration and works exclusively with
well-known suppliers.
Customer proximity and service are important to us. We are available for our
customers and dealers at all times. Either on the phone, directly on site or, just
in case, with the appropriate spare parts. With our extensive stock, we can
guarantee parts delivery within the quickest possible time.

Sebastian Hüther, General Manager
Noblelift Europe GmbH

Noblelift Europe GmbH

Practical and efficient training. Safe and easy handling of our products. That’s why
we hold seminars in our competence centre or on site with our dealers and
customers. Our goal is to make it as easy as possible to use our products. In the
seminars, the theory taught is immediately tested on an extensive range of
equipment. “Learning by doing” provides a deep insight into the entire world of
materials handling technology.
Every new acquisition requires financial resources. Finding the right path requires
time and specific expertise. Together with our partners, we offer you the right
financing or leasing solution that is precisely tailored to your business needs.
Financial experts who know the industry guarantee you complete security. The
advantage for you is clear: you reduce your tied-up capital, are independent with
regard to you bank and have 100% cost control.
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Noblelift Europe GmbH
Werner-von-Siemens-Str. 12
D- 24568 Kaltenkirchen, Germany
Phone: +49 (0) 4191- 9537897
email: mail@noblelifteurope.com

